Animals and Habitats - Week 9 – 22.06.20
Monday
English

Maths

Creative
Areas

Open the ‘oa’ PPT and on the
first page, click the sound and
listen to it a few times practising
and joining in. Go through it,
reading the words and
sentences etc.
Get 10 cubes/ animals/ objects.
Find different ways of putting
two animals into the jungle area
or the water area (sheet in
Maths Resources) for example,
10 animals – putting 2 into the
water and 8 in the jungle.
Link to number bonds to
10.Children to choose how they
want to record this:
Drawings, a number sentences,
words, numbers in each area
etc.
Explain that the sea is another
habitat.
What sea creatures are there?
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=LMwhyyIsQVw
Watch the story of and highlight
the rhyming. Discuss the story
and the problem. Is there a
moral to the story?
Speaking and listening - Where
do you feel safe? What is your
favourite place? Why? What is
special about their home?
Recap their addresses and their
street name.
Go through the Ronald the
Rhyming Rhino PPT.

Tuesday

Open the ‘long oo’ PPT and on
the first page, click the sound
and listen to it a few times
practising and joining in. Go
through it, reading the words
and sentences etc.
Recap the 2D shapes (word
mat) and go through the Name
the 2D shape Quiz PPT.
Talk about each shapes - its
sides and corners.
Go on a 2D shape hunt using
the attached sheet.

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=GkZt4J9T8bc
Watch the story of Clumsy Crab.
How was he feeling? Have you
ever felt like that? Recap that
we are all good at different
things and have different
interests.
Children to draw a picture of
themselves (they could be given
a mirror to see their features)
and then write about what they
are good at underneath.
Or they could use the ‘All About
Me’ sheet (Literacy resources).

Wednesday

Practise letter
and number
formation,
reading,
speaking and
listening, life
skills and role
play activities

Thursday

Open the ‘short oo’ PPT and on
the first page, click the sound and
listen to it a few times practising
and joining in. Go through it,
reading the words and sentences
etc.
Use the Number Formation PPT to
get children to practise writing
their numbers 0-10 using the
correct formation.
Then progress to writing numbers
to 30. Go through the Numicon
Numbers PPT, asking them what
each number is and then the
children have to write one less
and one more for each number.

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=cXGZFZkA4lg
Watch Smiley Shark and discuss
the story and moral.
Children to make waves and other
sea sounds with musical
instruments.
What other sounds might you
hear under the sea?
Speaking and listening - “I feel
happy when…
I feel sad when…
I feel excited when…”

Friday

Play the ‘Mission to the Moon
Board Game’. This can be
played more than once.
Go through the 3D shapes and
their properties PPT.
Talk about each shape – its
faces, vertices (corners), edges.
Look at the 3D shapes sheet and
label the 3d shapes with their
correct names from the list.

Go through the Under the Sea –
What Am I PPT.
Discuss the stories from the
week:
Fidgety Fish, Smiley Shark and
Clumsy Crab and get the
children to pick which one was
their favourite. Watch that one
again. Why was it your
favourite?
Children to role play the story
with the use of props.
Encourage children to add
expression to their speech.

